Axiom Hand Pumps
The greenest product is one you don’t have to throw away! And we believe it, which is why
all of our pumps come with a lifetime guarantee, and are fully serviceable with the available
replacement parts. See your local dealer for more information.

Set the pump for either Presta or Schrader valves. (If you have a pump with an
AdaptAir head then there is no need to change anything.)

1. If you have a road or high volume pump then it will come set for Presta valves already,
but it’s good to know how to convert your pump just in case you need to help a friend fill
up a tube with a different valve or if you have more than one bicycle with different valves.
2. Remove the valve cap, rubber seal and plastic adapter. (They may all come out as one
when you remove the cap.)
3. Pull the rubber seal and the plastic adapter apart and flip them over.
4. Put them back together and insert them back into the pump and replace the valve cap.
5. Voilà, your pump is now ready to go.

Using your pump
1. Remove the mud cover.
2. Open the handle (on the pocket pumps, pull it open).
3. If you have a thumblock lever on your pump make sure it is down, resting against the
pump body.
4. Place the pump on the tire valve.
5. Lift your thumblock lever to seal the pump on the tire valve. (If your pump doesn’t have
a thumblock then just press the pump onto the tire valve and hold it in place.)
6. Start pumping.
7. Bam, you are now ready to ride again.

Adjusting the gauge (only possible on pumps with an inline gauge)
1. If your gauge is out of whack you can calibrate it by adjusting the set screw at the bottom
of the gauge. To adjust properly:
a. Inflate tire to your preferred riding pressure with a floor pump you know to be correct.
Make a note of the pressure.
b. Disconnect floor pump hose. Connect mini pump.
c. Turn Allen adjuster until pressure reading matches noted pressure.
2. If your gauge is kaput or no longer working, parts are available through your local Axiom
dealer.

Installing your mounting bracket (certain models only)
The mounting bracket is designed to mount to the water bottle eyelets on the down tube or
seat tube of your bicycle. It can be mounted under a water bottle cage, though it might not
work with all water bottle cage or bicycle tube designs.
To install your mounting bracket follow these simple steps:
1. Remove the water bottle cage mounting screws
from your frame.
2. Place the bracket against your frame with the
curved side facing upwards. (If you are mounting
it under a water bottle cage place the cage on top
of the bracket.)
3. Thread the screws back into the frame.
4. Attach the pump to the bracket and secure it with
the Velcro safety strap.
5. Go for a ride, because you won’t get a flat just
sitting in your garage.

